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Product Overview
Designed to perform in the 
most demanding environments, 
Air-O-Film® Stretch is perfect for products 
wrapped on either semi or automatic 
wrapping machines that are fi tted with 
power pre-stretching systems.   

New Improved Formula
Every Air-O-Film® Stretch product now 
comes with increased cling so that it 
actually grips the loads that it is applied 
to, making them more stable than ever 
before. No other fi lm offers the same 
level of performance.

Unique Film Structure
The supporting bands of other fi lms 
can often work loose and become 
entangled  in wrapping machine rollers, 
leading ultimately to mechanical 
failure. The unique construction of 
Air-O-Film® Stretch ensures that it 
remains stable at all times. 
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Air-O-Film® Stretch is ideally suited to 
the following applications:breathe eAsier

FrozenHotfi ll HeavyFood Drinks Machine

Also, because the reinforcing strips are 
distributed evenly across the width of 
the fi lm, the holding pressure is evenly 
displaced, thus preventing the load from 
being pinched and eventually damaged.

Less Material - Less Waste
Air-O-Film® Stretch offers the smallest 
weight per metre of any fi lm of its 
type.  As well as being fully recycleable, 
it provides one other important benefi t 
to the environment - it has been 
designed to ensure that loads can 
be secured using less material.  That 
means you need fewer wraps, use less 
plastic  and therefore save more money.  

High Visibility
Air-O-Film® Stretch is manufactured 
using the fi nest components, providing 
unrivalled clarity and pallet appearance.  
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EXCELLENT PALLET PERFORMANCE
The superb  holding force of 
Air-O-Film® Stretch in combination with 
its impressive lateral strength ensures 
perfect pallet stabilization without 
damaging the carton boxes or other 
packed materials.

EXCELLENT FILM PERFORMANCE
The structure of Air-O-Film® Stretch is so 
robust that it has even been developed 
to accommodate the pallet on which 
the load rests.  By overlapping the two 
elements you can be sure that the load 
is truly secure. 

FORKLIFT FRIENDLY
Like netting, the reinforcing strips on 
competitive products can often come 
away from the base fi lm and become 
entangled within the wheels and 
bearings of forklifts.  The design of 
Air-O-Film® Stretch prevents this from 
happening.

GUARANTEED PRE-STRETCH
Available in 150%, 200% and 250% 
ratios, Air-O-Film® Stretch is especially 
developed for products  wrapped on 
semi and fully automatic wrapping 
machines equipped with a power pre-
stretching system.
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USE LESS - SAVE MORE
Due to the  unique design of 
Air-O-Film® Stretch you use less material 
wrapping a load when compared to 
the alternative solutions.  Not only 
does this minimize the packaging cost, 
it has the added benefi t of being more 
environmentally friendly.

INCREASED CLING
Air-O-Film® Stretch is made using a 
carefully controlled formula of plastic 
compounds.  These give the fi lm many 
individual properties, including a 
powerful ability to cling to itself.  
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Advantages of 

Air-O-Film® Stretch is perfect for 
solving problems when there is 
a build up of condensation or 
moisture.  Such as...

Hot palletized products 
like soft drinks, beers, 
pasteurised goods, 
canned foods, 
pharmaceutical goods,
pet foods, etc.

Chilled or Frozen 
loads that require 
fast cooling after 
palletization, such 
as meat, fi sh, frozen 
snacks, etc.

The market leading perforated stretch fi lm
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